
Results
The results of this thesis need to be summarised in a written report and will be presented to the ICVR in
a 20min talk.
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Workpackages
• Literature research on spatial awareness
• Identification of objective and subjective measures to estimate a user’s spatial awareness
• Design and implementation of a spatially challenging virtual environment
• Design and evaluation of a user study to confirm the functionality of the implementation
• Intermediate and final presentation
• Written report

Bachelor Thesis / Semester Project

Tasks
Your task is to research on spatial awareness from a psychological point of view and applications in VR
thereof. Based on your research, you identify specific objective and subjective measures which can be
used to estimate a humans spatial capabilities. Furthermore, you design and implement (preferably in
Unity) a spatially challenging virtual environment, explorable by real walking in VR, and which can even
be extended to become spatially impossible/infinite. Further, you test the implementation in a brief proof
of concept study to show its functionality. In this study, you record your previously identified measures
and evaluate your findings.
You will present your work in an intermediate and a final presentation to the ICVR lab. Finally, you will
summarise your results in a written report.
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Skills
• Programming Skills in C++ or C#
• Unity and/or VR experience is a plus
• Strong communication and interpersonal skills

Infinite Virtual Labyrinth - An Adapting Maze for 
Spatial Awareness Tests
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Spatial Awareness

Overview
Humans rely on their capability to memorise visual
landmarks and/or their own movement with respect to a
given environment. These spatial abilities strongly connect
to each individual’s spatial awareness and differ strongly
among humans. This spatial awareness can be tested in
many different ways, but is rarely used in virtual
environments so far.
In this thesis, you investigate spatial awareness in such a
virtual environment. You implement a spatially challenging
virtual environment like a maze or similar and adapt it to
become infinitely large, explorable by real walking.


